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YOUR COMPLETE MOVIE LICENSING COMPANY FOR YOUR MOVIE SCREENINGS!
Criterion Pictures is one of the largest non-theatrical providers of feature films in North America.  
In Canada, we have exclusive relationships with some of Hollywood’s largest film studios and licence their movies for public 
screenings. We offer a variety of licensing rights, in order to provide tailored programming options to maximize the suc-
cess of your event. Whether you’re showing a movie for camps, an after school program or even a birthday party, we have 
a large catalogue of family friendly films. Whatever your budget, we can help make your next movie night a big success!

 

AN EXPERIENCED SALES & SERVICE TEAM THAT’S JUST ONE PHONE CALL AWAY
We work with our customers to deliver content by all available means and strive to meet their individual needs. Contact us today for more information!

CALL TODAY FOR THE BEST SERVICE AND PROGRAMMING AVAILABLE
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Please note that outdoor movies are not included in annual licences
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WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR PROGRAM A SUCCESS
 
From the best selection of box office hits, animated movies and family classics, we licence exclusive 
movies from 20th Century Fox, Fox Searchlight, Warner Brothers, Paramount Pictures,  
DreamWorks and Entertainment One and more...
 
We proudly offer our titles ahead of the DVD date and our entire catalogue is available all year long, 
which means no summer black-out dates!

We also offer a large collection of socially conscious films. Our Movies for Change 
catalogue is available for download on the home page of our website - 

www.criterionpic.com
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Scrat’s epic pursuit of the elusive acorn catapults him into the universe where he accidentally sets off a series of cosmic events that transform and threaten the Ice Age World. To save themselves, 
Sid, Manny, Diego, and the rest of the herd must leave their home and embark on a quest full of comedy and adventure, traveling to exotic new lands and encountering a host of colorful new 
characters.

 20th Century Fox

After the re-emergence of the world’s first mutant, world-destroyer Apocalypse, the X-Men 
must unite to defeat his extinction level plan.

The story follows a one-time bullied geek who grew up to be a lethal CIA agent (Johnson), 
coming home for his high school reunion. Claiming to be on a top-secret case, he enlists 
the help of the former “big man on campus” (Hart), now an accountant who misses his 
glory days.

POPULAR PICKS FOR FALL OF 2016
FALL RELEASES
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Using recovered alien technology, the nations of Earth have collaborated on an immense de-
fense program to protect the planet. But nothing can prepare us for the aliens’ advanced and 
unprecedented force. Only the ingenuity of a few brave men and women can bring our world 
back from the brink of extinction.

In the forests of the Pacific Northwest, a father devoted to raising his six kids with a rigorous 
physical and intellectual education is forced to leave his paradise and enter the world, chal-
lenging his idea of what it means to be a parent.

20th Century Fox

The first leg of the USS Enterprise’s five year mission takes them into uncharted territory. 
There the Enterprise is nearly destroyed and strands Kirk and his crew on a remote planet 
with no means of communication. Kirk must then work with the elements to reunite his crew 
and get back to Earth.

Hard-partying brothers Mike (Adam Devine) and Dave (Zac Efron) place an online ad to find 
the perfect dates (Anna Kendrick, Aubrey Plaza) for their sister’s Hawaiian wedding. Hoping 
for a wild getaway, the boys instead find themselves outsmarted and out-partied by the 
uncontrollable duo.

20th Century Fox

FALL RELEASES
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When three overworked and under-appreciated moms are pushed beyond their limits, they 
ditch their conventional responsibilities for a jolt of long overdue freedom, fun, and comedic 
self-indulgence.

secretary of his powerful uncle, an agent to the stars. After returning to New York he is 
swept up in the vibrant world of high society nightclub life.

eOne Films

A high school senior finds herself immersed in an online game of truth or dare, where her 
every move starts to become manipulated by an anonymous community of “watchers.”

eOne Films

A secret government agency run by Amanda Waller, named A.R.G.U.S creates a task force 
comprised of super villains, the “Suicide Squad”. They are assigned to execute dangerous 
tasks in exchange for shorter prison sentences.

Warner Brothers

FALL RELEASES
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FALL RELEASES
POPULAR PICKS FOR FALL OF 2016

When Jacob discovers clues to a mystery that spans different worlds and times, he finds Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. But the mystery and danger deepen as he gets to know the 
residents and learns about their special powers.

 20th Century Fox

Storks have moved on from delivering babies to packages. But when an order for a baby 
appears, the best delivery stork must scramble to fix the error by delivering the baby.

Warner Brothers

Kubo lives a quiet, normal life in a small shoreside village until a spirit from the past turns 
his life upside down by re-igniting an age-old vendetta. This causes all sorts of havoc as 
gods and monsters chase Kubo who, in order to survive, must locate a magical suit of 
armor once worn by his late father, a legendary Samurai warrior.

eOne Films



WINTER 2016/2017

From the creators of Shrek comes the most smart, funny, irreverent animated comedy of the 
year, DreamWorks’ Trolls. This holiday season, enter a colorful, wondrous world populated by 
hilariously unforgettable characters and discover the story of the overly optimistic Trolls, with a 
constant song on their lips, and the comically pessimistic Bergens, who are only happy when 
they have trolls in their stomach.

CIA employee Edward Snowden leaks thousands of classified documents to the press.

20th Century Fox

A quiet teenage artist Rafe Katchadorian has a wild imagination and is sick of middle school 
and the rules that have been put before him. Rafe and his best friend Leo have come up 
with a plan: break every rule in the school hand book and as you expect trouble follows.

eOne Films

completed a global excursion to find and document an extraordinary array of magical 
creatures. 

Warner Brothers
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WINTER 2016/2017

Sullenberger (Tom Hanks) glided his disabled plane onto the frigid waters of the Hudson River, 
saving the lives of all 155 aboard. However, even as Sully was being heralded by the public 
and the media for his unprecedented feat of aviation skill, an investigation was unfolding that 
threatened to destroy his reputation and his career.

After discovering a video showing what he believes to be his sister’s experiences in the de-
monic woods of the Blair Witch, James and a group of friends head to the forest in search 
of his lost sibling.

eOne Films Warner Brothers

On a tiny exotic island, Tuesday, an outgoing parrot lives with his quirky animal friends 
in paradise. However, Tuesday can’t stop dreaming about discovering the world. After a 
violent storm, Tuesday and his friends wake up to find a strange creature on the beach: 
Robinson Crusoe. 

eOne Films

On April 20th, 2010, the world’s largest man-made disaster occurred on the Deepwater 
Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico. Directed by Peter Berg (Lone Survivor), this story honors the 
brave men and women whose heroism would save many on board and change everyone’s 
lives forever.

eOne Films



Jack Reacher must uncover the truth behind a major government conspiracy in order to clear 
his name. On the run as a fugitive from the law, Reacher uncovers a potential secret from his 
past that could change his life forever.

Acclaimed writer and historian Deborah E. Lipstadt must battle for historical truth to prove 
the Holocaust actually occurred when David Irving, a renowned denier, sues her for libel.

Paramount Pictures

The story of McDonald’s founder, Ray Kroc.

Elevation Pictures

A suburban couple becomes embroiled in an international espionage plot when they dis-
cover that their seemingly perfect new neighbors are government spies.

20th Century Fox

WINTER 2016/2017
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RECENT RELEASES
Me Before You

 
Warner Brothers

A girl in a small town forms an 
unlikely bond with a recently-
paralyzed man she’s taking care 
of.

 

Batman v Superman:  
Dawn of Justice 

 
Warner Brothers 
Fearing the actions of a god-like 
Super Hero left unchecked, 
Gotham City’s own formidable, 
forceful vigilante takes on 
Metropolis’s most revered, 
modern-day savior, while the 
world wrestles with what sort of 
hero it really needs. And with 
Batman and Superman at war 
with one another, a new threat 
quickly arises, putting mankind 
in greater danger than it’s ever 
known before.

Sing Street
 

Elevation Pictures

A boy growing up in Dublin 

strained family life by starting a 
band to impress the mysterious 
girl he likes.

Now You See Me 2
 

eOne Films

The Four Horsemen resurface 
and are forcibly recruited by 
a tech genius to pull off their 
most impossible heist yet.

 
 

Keanu
 

Warner Brothers 

Keegan-Michael Key and 
Jordan Peele, a.k.a. the hugely 
popular comedy duo Key & 
Peele, star as Clarence and Rell, 
two cousins who live in the city 
but are far from streetwise.

 

Mother’s Day
 

Elevation Pictures 

Mother’s Day is the latest 
star-studded comedy from 
director Garry Marshall. Bring-
ing together Jennifer Aniston, 
Kate Hudson and Julia Roberts 
along with Jason Sudeikis, 
it’s a celebration of mothers 
everywhere. This big-hearted 
comedy invites us all to enjoy 
the laughter, tears and love 
as three generations come 
together in the week leading 
up to Mother’s Day.

Kung Fu Panda 3
 

DreamWorks Animation 
 
When Po’s long-lost panda 
father suddenly reappears, the 
reunited duo travels to a secret 
panda paradise to meet scores of 
hilarious new panda characters. 
But when the supernatural villain 
Kai begins to sweep across China 
defeating all the kung fu masters, 
Po must do the impossible — 
learn to train a village full of his 
fun-loving, clumsy brethren to 
become the ultimate band of 
Kung Fu Pandas!

Whiskey Tango Foxtrot 

Paramount Pictures

A journalist recounts her war-
time coverage in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan. 

The Divergent Series:  
Allegiant

eOne Films
 
After the earth-shattering 
revelations of Insurgent, Tris 
must escape with Four beyond 
the wall that encircles Chicago, 
to finally discover the shocking 
truth of the world around them.
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RECENT RELEASES
The Nice Guys

 
Warner Brothers

A private eye investigates the 
apparent suicide of a fading 

and uncovers a conspiracy.

 

A Hologram for the King
 

eOne Films 

A failed American businessman 
looks to recoup his losses by 
traveling to Saudi Arabia and 
selling his idea to a wealthy 
monarch.

Love & Friendship
 

Mongrel Media

Friendship centers on 
beautiful widow Lady Susan 
Vernon, who has come to the 
estate of her in-laws to wait 
out colorful rumors about her 
dalliances circulating through 
polite society. Whilst there, she 
decides to secure a husband for 
herself and her rather reluctant 
debutante daughter, Frederica.

Race
 

eOne Films

Based on the incredible true 
story of Jesse Owens, the 
legendary athletic superstar 
whose quest to become the 
greatest track and field athlete 
in history thrusts him onto the 

-
pics, where he faces off against 
Adolf Hitler’s vision of Aryan 
supremacy. 

The Lady In The Van
 

Mongrel Media 

Based on the true story of Miss 
Shepherd, a woman of uncer-
tain origins who “temporarily” 
parked her van in writer Alan 
Bennett’s London driveway 
and proceeded to live there 
for 15 years. What begins as 
a begrudged favour becomes 
a relationship that will change 
both their lives.

The Little Prince
 

eOne Films 

A little girl lives in a very grown-
up world with her mother, who 
tries to prepare her for it. Her 
neighbor, the Aviator, intro-
duces the girl to an extraordi-
nary world where anything is 
possible, the world of the Little 
Prince.

Eddie The Eagle
 

20th Century Fox
 
The film details the inspiring ex-
ploits of Michael Edwards, better 
known as “Eddie the Eagle,” the 
most famous ski jumper in British 
history. The film’s portrayal of 
Edwards’ never-say-die approach 
to the sport, celebrates the hu-
man spirit and resilience in the 
face of extraordinary odds and 
challenges. 

10 Cloverfield Lane

Paramount Pictures

Waking up from a car accident, 
a young woman finds herself 
in the basement of a man who 
says he’s saved her life from a 
chemical attack that has left the 
outside uninhabitable. 

The Peanuts Movie

20th Century Fox 
 
For the first time ever, Snoopy, 
Charlie Brown and the rest of 
the gang we know and love 
from Charles Schulz’s timeless 
“Peanuts” comic strip will be 
making their big-screen debut; 
like they’ve never been seen 
before in a CG-Animated Fea-
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RELIGIOUS TITLES

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The Young Messiah
 

  

Noah
 

 
 

Saving Sarah Cain

  
 

The Bible
 

 

 
 
 
 

Saul: The Journey to 
Damascus

 

Ben-Hur 

 

 

Do You Believe

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Robe
 

  

Joseph King of Dreams
 

  

Jonah: A Veggie Tales 
Movie

 
 

 

Larry-Boy and The 
Rumor Weed

 
 

Where’s God When 
I’m S-Scared? 

Dave and the  
Giant Pickle

 

Moe and The Big Exit

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Nativity Story
 

  

King of Kings
 

  

The Gospel Road:  
A Story of Jesus

 
 

 

Son of God
 

 

The Story of Ruth Almost an Angel Mary
 

COMING SOON



CLASSIC FILMS

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All About Eve
 

  

Casablanca

 

High Noon 
 

  

Breakfast at Tiffany’s The Maltese Falcon 

 

Shane Gone with the Wind

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
North By Northwest Funny Face An American in Paris

 
 

 

 
Sabrina

 
 

 

The Grapes of Wrath Mildred Pierce

 

Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Place in the Sun 

 

The Wizard of Oz
in. 

An Affair to  
Remember

 

 

 

Rebel Without a Cause
 

 

The Seven Year Itch The Searchers Singin In The Rain
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HALLOWEEN TITLES

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Aliens in the Attic Book of Life
 

  

Monsters Vs. Aliens
 

 

 
 

The Wallace and Gromit 
Movie: Curse of the 

Wererabbit
 

 

Young Frankenstein
 

 

Poltergeist
 

Night at the Museum

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fun Size Trick’ r Treat
 

  

     
A Cinderella Story

 
 

Beetlejuice
 

 
 

 

Donnie Darko
 

  

Scary Movie

 

Practical Magic

 

 
Halloween H2O:  
20 Years Later

 

Sleepy Hollow
 

Corpse Bride
 

 

 

The Addams Family
 

 

Addams Family Values
 

ParaNorman
 

Gremlins
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HOLIDAY TITLES

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Christmas Carol 
 

  

 

Deck the Halls

 

 

Dragons: Gift of 
the Night Fury

 
Home Alone

 

 

Home Alone 2:  
Lost in New York

It’s A Wonderful Life Surviving Christmas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scrooged Elf Shrek the Halls The Nativity Story
 

 

The Sound of Music
 

A Christmas Story How The Grinch Stole 
Christmas!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ice Age: A Mammoth 
Christmas

 

Jingle All the Way
 

 

 

Kung Fu Panda 
Holiday

 
Merry Madagascar

 
 
 
 
 

 
Miracle on 34th Street

 
Polar Express 

White Christmas
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Criterion Pictures
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�� Valentine’s Day 
�� Earth Day
�� Halloween
�� Easter

�� Women’s Awareness
�� April Fools’ Day
�� Christmas
�� End of School Year

�� Fundraisers 
�� Pizza Nights
�� Senior Social Clubs

�� Pot Luck Movie Nights
�� Movies for Change Nights
�� Weekend Matinees

All you need is a little bit of imagination and some help from us  
to make your program a success!
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